
IAQ Walkthrough Outside Temp RH% CO2

Coral Springs Middle
4/22/2005

2561

FISH/Room PriorityParticipant Comments RecommendationResponse Responsible

102 Temp 75.1 RH% 50.4 CO2 932 Occupants: 7

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? General cleanliness of the room at the time 

of assessment was acceptable.
None None

THERMAL COMFORT
Classroom is free of significant temperature shifts? Until the past week, the temperature has been 

extremely uncomfortable due to being way 
too cold.

Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None None

Room is usually comfortable?  (If no, please explain in the 
notes below.)

Until the past week, the temperature has been 
extremely uncomfortable due to being way 
too cold.

Environmental parameters were within 
acceptable range at the time of assessment..

None None

Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

Until the past week, the temperature has been 
extremely uncomfortable due to being way 
too cold.

Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None None

102E Temp 74.6 RH% 47.1 CO2 871 Occupants:

AIR CONDITIONING
Windows/doors are operable and are kept closed? No windows in room. None None

LOCAL EXHAUST FANS
Bathroom exhaust fan is functioning properly? No bathroom.  Identified in error. None None

102F Temp 74.5 RH% 50.3 CO2 899 Occupants:

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? need to vacumn on a regular basis

very dusty
General cleanliness of the room at the time 
of assessment was acceptable.

None None

Floor is cleaned on a regular basis? need to vacumn on a regular basis
very dusty

Floor was clean at the time of assessment. None None

LOCAL EXHAUST FANS
Bathroom exhaust fan is functioning properly? No exhaust fans in room.  Identified in 

error.
None None
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102F Temp 74.5 RH% 50.3 CO2 899 Occupants:

THERMAL COMFORT
Classroom is free of significant temperature shifts? Temperature was acceptable at the time of 

assessment.
None None

Humidity is generally acceptable? (Typically too high if higher 
than 60% relative humidity [RH] or too low if lower than 30% 
RH.)

Humidity was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None None

Room is usually comfortable?  (If no, please explain in the 
notes below.)

Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None None

Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None None

102G Temp 74.3 RH% 53.6 CO2 927 Occupants: 2

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? General cleanliness of the room at the time 

of assessment was acceptable.
None None

102N Temp 73.4 RH% 54.1 CO2 920 Occupants: 2

THERMAL COMFORT
Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None None

103A Temp 73.4 RH% 51.7 CO2 1011 Occupants:

AIR CONDITIONING
Air flowing from air supply? room is stuffy Air flowing without obstruction at the time 

of assessments.
None None

Air is flowing without obstruction? room is stuffy Air flowing without obstruction at the time 
of assessments.

None None

Room is free of smell of mold or mildew? room is stuffy No odor detected at the time of assessment. None None

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Air supply/return registers are cleaned regularly and free of 
dust and debris accumulation?

trash is picked up daily but nothing else gets 
cleaned unless  I do it, including pest control.

2Dust observed on supply/return registers at 
the time of assessment.

Facilities serviceperson to thoroughly 
clean and sanitize with District 
approved germicidal cleaner.

Site Based

Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? trash is picked up daily but nothing else gets 
cleaned unless  I do it, including pest control.

There does not appear to be a dusting issue 
within this room.

None None

Floor is cleaned on a regular basis? trash is picked up daily but nothing else gets 
cleaned unless  I do it, including pest control.

Floor was clean at the time of assessment. None None
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103A Temp 73.4 RH% 51.7 CO2 1011 Occupants:

Food, if any, is stored in tightly sealed containers? trash is picked up daily but nothing else gets 
cleaned unless  I do it, including pest control.

No unsealed food items were observed at 
the time of assessment.

None None

Room is free of pests? trash is picked up daily but nothing else gets 
cleaned unless  I do it, including pest control.

No pests observed at the time of 
assessment.

None None

Spills and other such issues requiring custodial assistance are 
addressed in a timely manner?

trash is picked up daily but nothing else gets 
cleaned unless  I do it, including pest control.

No issues identified relating to spill clean 
up practices at the time of assessment..

None None

LOCAL EXHAUST FANS
Bathroom exhaust fan is functioning properly? No exhaust fans in room.  Identified in 

error.
None None

My classroom has sufficient exhaust systems based on the 
activities/functionality of the room?

It appears that the ventilation system is 
adequate based on room activities.

None None

THERMAL COMFORT
Room is usually comfortable?  (If no, please explain in the 
notes below.)

usually cold Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None None

Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

usually cold Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None None

103B Temp 72.7 RH% 54.7 CO2 1024 Occupants: 3

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Room is free of the use of scented cleaners and air fresheners? No scented cleaners, air fresheners or non-

approved chemicals found at the time of 
assessment.

None None

103C Temp 72.5 RH% 54.8 CO2 1003 Occupants: 2

THERMAL COMFORT
Classroom is free of significant temperature shifts? Temperature was acceptable at the time of 

assessment.
None None

111C Temp 72.5 RH% 54.8 CO2 1234 Occupants: 29

AIR CONDITIONING
Room is free of smell of mold or mildew? No odor detected at the time of assessment. None None

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
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111C Temp 72.5 RH% 54.8 CO2 1234 Occupants: 29

Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? This room contains book shelves which have 
not been dusted in years.  It is also carpeted.  
The age of the carpet is not known and the 
vacuuming of it on a daily basis is not 
known.  I think that if it is not vacuumed on a 
daily basis, the dust stays wher

2General cleanliness of the room at the time 
of assessment was not acceptable.

Site based administration should 
address general cleanliness with facility 
serviceperson staff.

Site Based

Classrooms general appearance is clean and acceptable? This room contains book shelves which have 
not been dusted in years.  It is also carpeted.  
The age of the carpet is not known and the 
vacuuming of it on a daily basis is not 
known.  I think that if it is not vacuumed on a 
daily basis, the dust stays wher

2Dust and dirt accumulation on floor. Facilities serviceperson to thoroughly 
clean and sanitize with District 
approved germicidal cleaner.

Site Based

Floor is cleaned on a regular basis? This room contains book shelves which have 
not been dusted in years.  It is also carpeted.  
The age of the carpet is not known and the 
vacuuming of it on a daily basis is not 
known.  I think that if it is not vacuumed on a 
daily basis, the dust stays wher

2Dust and dirt accumulation on floor. Facilities serviceperson to thoroughly 
clean and sanitize with District 
approved germicidal cleaner.

Site Based

111D Temp 72.4 RH% 53.8 CO2 1040 Occupants: 1

AIR CONDITIONING
Room is free of smell of mold or mildew? No odor detected at the time of assessment. None None

Windows/doors are operable and are kept closed? 3Windows are not operable.   Open doors 
and windows allow humid untreated air 
into occupied environment.

Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
and repair as appropriate.  However, site 
based administration to encourage staff 
to keep doors and windows closed.

Physical Plant Operations

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Air supply/return registers are cleaned regularly and free of 
dust and debris accumulation?

No dust observed on supply/return 
registers at the time of assessment.

None None

THERMAL COMFORT
Room is usually comfortable?  (If no, please explain in the 
notes below.)

Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None None

Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None None

113B Temp 75.2 RH% 45.2 CO2 1144 Occupants:

AIR CONDITIONING
Windows/doors are operable and are kept closed? No windows in room. None None
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113B Temp 75.2 RH% 45.2 CO2 1144 Occupants:

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Floor is cleaned on a regular basis? 2Dust and dirt accumulation on floor. Facilities serviceperson to thoroughly 

clean and sanitize with District 
approved germicidal cleaner.

Site Based

THERMAL COMFORT
Humidity is generally acceptable? (Typically too high if higher 
than 60% relative humidity [RH] or too low if lower than 30% 
RH.)

Humidity was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None None

Walkthrough
2There is a large amount of computer 

equipment in this room.  Air supply vent 
needs to be installed directly above the 
computer equipment.

Physical Plant Operations to install air 
supply vent above the computer 
equipment.

Physical Plant Operations

121 Temp 74.8 RH% 50.9 CO2 1454 Occupants: 3

EXCESS MOISTURE IN CLASSROOMS
Area around and under classroom sinks free of leaks? No sink in room. None None

Ceiling tiles or walls free of leaks and/or discoloration 
(discoloration may indicate periodic leaks)?

No leaks or signs of water intrusion 
identified.

None None

Cold water pipes free of continuous condensation? No pipes in room. None None

Indoor surfaces of exterior walls free of continuous 
condensation?

No visible condensation or signs of water 
intrusion identified at the time of 
assessment.

None None

Windows, windowsills and window frames free of continuous 
condensation?

No windows in room. None None

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Air supply/return registers are cleaned regularly and free of 
dust and debris accumulation?

2Dust observed on supply/return registers at 
the time of assessment.

Facilities serviceperson to thoroughly 
clean and sanitize with District 
approved germicidal cleaner.

Site Based

Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? General cleanliness of the room at the time 
of assessment was acceptable.

None None

THERMAL COMFORT
Classroom is free of significant temperature shifts? 2Temperature was acceptable at the time of 

assessment.  Occupant advised that 
temperature fluctuates.

Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
operation of HVAC system.

Site Based

Room is usually comfortable?  (If no, please explain in the 
notes below.)

Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None None
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121 Temp 74.8 RH% 50.9 CO2 1454 Occupants: 3

Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None None

121B Temp 74.5 RH% 48.9 CO2 1428 Occupants: 2

AIR CONDITIONING
Room is free of smell of mold or mildew? No odor detected at the time of assessment. None None

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Air supply/return registers are cleaned regularly and free of 
dust and debris accumulation?

2Dust observed on supply/return registers at 
the time of assessment.

Facilities serviceperson to thoroughly 
clean and sanitize with District 
approved germicidal cleaner.

Site Based

THERMAL COMFORT
Classroom is free of significant temperature shifts? Most of the time is excessively cold. 

Temperature shifts.The few days that 
temperature has been comfortable then a 
humidity odor arises.

Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None None

Room is usually comfortable?  (If no, please explain in the 
notes below.)

Most of the time is excessively cold. 
Temperature shifts.The few days that 
temperature has been comfortable then a 
humidity odor arises.

2Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.  Occupant advised that 
temperature fluctuates.

Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
operation of HVAC system.

Physical Plant Operations

Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

Most of the time is excessively cold. 
Temperature shifts.The few days that 
temperature has been comfortable then a 
humidity odor arises.

Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None None

122 Temp 74.6 RH% 51.1 CO2 1395 Occupants:

AIR CONDITIONING
Room is free of smell of mold or mildew? No odor detected at the time of assessment. None None

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Air supply/return registers are cleaned regularly and free of 
dust and debris accumulation?

2Dust observed on supply/return registers at 
the time of assessment.

Facilities serviceperson to thoroughly 
clean and sanitize with District 
approved germicidal cleaner.

Site Based

Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? 2Slight dust accumulation was observed on 
environmental surfaces at the time of 
assessment.

Site based administration should 
address general cleanliness with facility 
serviceperson staff.

Site Based

Classrooms general appearance is clean and acceptable? 2General cleanliness of the room at the time 
of assessment was not acceptable.

Site based administration should 
address general cleanliness with facility 
serviceperson staff.

Site Based
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122 Temp 74.6 RH% 51.1 CO2 1395 Occupants:

Floor is cleaned on a regular basis? 2Dust and dirt accumulation on floor. Facilities serviceperson to thoroughly 
clean and sanitize with District 
approved germicidal cleaner.

Site Based

THERMAL COMFORT
Classroom is free of significant temperature shifts? 2Temperature was acceptable at the time of 

assessment.  Occupant advised that 
temperature fluctuates.

Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
HVAC system for proper operation.

Site Based

Humidity is generally acceptable? (Typically too high if higher 
than 60% relative humidity [RH] or too low if lower than 30% 
RH.)

2Humidity was slightly elevated at the time 
of assessment - 10% greater than outdoors.

Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
HVAC system for proper operation and 
repair as appropriate to lower humidity 
level.

Physical Plant Operations

122A Temp 73.2 RH% 55 CO2 1584 Occupants:

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Air supply/return registers are cleaned regularly and free of 
dust and debris accumulation?

No dust observed on supply/return 
registers at the time of assessment.

None None

Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? 2Slight dust accumulation was observed on 
environmental surfaces at the time of 
assessment.

Site based administration should 
address general cleanliness with facility 
serviceperson staff.

Site Based

THERMAL COMFORT
Classroom is free of significant temperature shifts? Sometimes the room is VERY cold. Temperature was acceptable at the time of 

assessment.
None None

Room is usually comfortable?  (If no, please explain in the 
notes below.)

Sometimes the room is VERY cold. Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None None

Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

Sometimes the room is VERY cold. Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None None

127 Temp 77.1 RH% 58.1 CO2 1661 Occupants: 16

ANIMALS IN THE CLASSROOM
Activities and/or room conditions are modified to address 
student allergies?

3Site based administration is encouraged 
to communicate all known student 
allergies to the appropriate personnel in 
order to modify classroom 
activities/conditions when necessary.

Site Based

DRAIN TRAPS IN THE CLASSROOM
Water run in sinks at least once per week (about 2 cups of 
water).

2It appears as though sink is not utilized 
regularly.  Sewer gas odor detected.  By 
running water regularly it eliminates the 
potential for sewer gas odors.

Site based administration should 
address maintenance of sinks with 
facility serviceperson staff.

Site Based
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127 Temp 77.1 RH% 58.1 CO2 1661 Occupants: 16

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? There does not appear to be a dusting issue 

within this room.
None None

Classrooms general appearance is clean and acceptable? General cleanliness of the room at the time 
of assessment was acceptable.

None None

THERMAL COMFORT
Room is usually comfortable?  (If no, please explain in the 
notes below.)

THERE IS A SMELL IN THE ROOM 
WHEN YOU WALK IN

2Environmental parameters were not within 
acceptable range at the time of assessment..

Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
HVAC system for proper operation.

Physical Plant Operations

128 Temp 75.1 RH% 62 CO2 1721 Occupants: 24

ANIMALS IN THE CLASSROOM
Activities and/or room conditions are modified to address 
student allergies?

3Site based administration is encouraged 
to communicate all known student 
allergies to the appropriate personnel in 
order to modify classroom 
activities/conditions when necessary.

Site Based

EXCESS MOISTURE IN CLASSROOMS
Ceiling tiles or walls free of leaks and/or discoloration 
(discoloration may indicate periodic leaks)?

1Signs of water intrusion.  Stained ceiling 
tiles.

Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
for leaks and repair as appropriate.

Physical Plant Operations

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? Room is usually extremely cold. There does not appear to be a dusting issue 

within this room.
None None

Classrooms general appearance is clean and acceptable? Room is usually extremely cold. General cleanliness of the room at the time 
of assessment was acceptable.

None None

Floor is cleaned on a regular basis? Room is usually extremely cold. Floor was clean at the time of assessment. None None

THERMAL COMFORT
Classroom is free of significant temperature shifts? Temperature was acceptable at the time of 

assessment.
None None

Humidity is generally acceptable? (Typically too high if higher 
than 60% relative humidity [RH] or too low if lower than 30% 
RH.)

3Humidity was slightly elevated at the time 
of assessment - less than 10% greater than 
outdoors.  Humidity slightly exceeded 
target range, however indoor humidity was 
more than 10% lower than the outside 
reading which is evidence that the 
ventilation system is dehumidifying fresh 
air.

Facilities serviceperson should monitor 
this room.

Site Based

Room is usually comfortable?  (If no, please explain in the 
notes below.)

Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None None
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128 Temp 75.1 RH% 62 CO2 1721 Occupants: 24

Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None None

129 Temp 73.6 RH% 63.9 CO2 1980 Occupants: 21

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Air supply/return registers are cleaned regularly and free of 
dust and debris accumulation?

Other than sweeping, the floor is cleaned at 
the beginning of the school year and then not 
at all. Dirt on the floor accumulates greatly.

2Dust observed on supply/return registers at 
the time of assessment.

Facilities serviceperson to thoroughly 
clean and sanitize with District 
approved germicidal cleaner.

Site Based

Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? Other than sweeping, the floor is cleaned at 
the beginning of the school year and then not 
at all. Dirt on the floor accumulates greatly.

2Slight dust accumulation was observed on 
environmental surfaces at the time of 
assessment.

Site based administration should 
address general cleanliness with facility 
serviceperson staff.

Site Based

Floor is cleaned on a regular basis? Other than sweeping, the floor is cleaned at 
the beginning of the school year and then not 
at all. Dirt on the floor accumulates greatly.

Floor was clean at the time of assessment. None None

THERMAL COMFORT
Classroom is free of significant temperature shifts? The room temperature fluctuates from being 

cold to being warm and stuffy.
2Temperature was acceptable at the time of 

assessment.  Occupant advised that 
temperature fluctuates.  Humidity level 
was slightly elevated.

Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
HVAC system for proper operation and 
repair as appropriate to lower humidity 
level.

Physical Plant Operations

Room is usually comfortable?  (If no, please explain in the 
notes below.)

The room temperature fluctuates from being 
cold to being warm and stuffy.

Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None None

Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

The room temperature fluctuates from being 
cold to being warm and stuffy.

Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None None

132 Temp 80.2 RH% 69.3 CO2 2139 Occupants:

ANIMALS IN THE CLASSROOM
Activities and/or room conditions are modified to address 
student allergies?

3Site based administration is encouraged 
to communicate all known student 
allergies to the appropriate personnel in 
order to modify classroom 
activities/conditions when necessary.

Site Based

You are informed about the potential allergies of your 
students?

Site based administration is encouraged 
to communicate all known student 
allergies to the appropriate personnel in 
order to modify classroom 
activities/conditions when necessary.

Site Based

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
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132 Temp 80.2 RH% 69.3 CO2 2139 Occupants:

Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? 2Slight dust accumulation was observed on 
environmental surfaces at the time of 
assessment.

Site based administration should 
address general cleanliness with facility 
serviceperson staff.

Site Based

141 Temp 79.4 RH% 58.9 CO2 1973 Occupants:

THERMAL COMFORT
Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

1Temperature and humidity elevated at the 
time of assessment.

Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
HVAC system for proper operation and 
repair as appropriate to lower humidity 
level.

Physical Plant Operations

Walkthrough
2Dust observed on return register at the time 

of assessment.
Facilities serviceperson to thoroughly 
clean and sanitize with District 
approved germicidal cleaner.

Site Based

142 Temp 75.3 RH% 63.1 CO2 2136 Occupants: 2

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? 2Slight dust accumulation was observed on 

environmental surfaces at the time of 
assessment.

Site based administration should 
address general cleanliness with facility 
serviceperson staff.

Site Based

THERMAL COMFORT
Classroom is free of significant temperature shifts? Always cold Temperature was acceptable at the time of 

assessment.
None None

Room is usually comfortable?  (If no, please explain in the 
notes below.)

Always cold 3Humidity was slightly elevated at the time 
of assessment - less than 10% greater than 
outdoors.  Humidity slightly exceeded 
target range, however indoor humidity was 
more than 10% lower than the outside 
reading which is evidence that the 
ventilation system is dehumidifying fresh 
air.

Facilities serviceperson should monitor 
this room.

Site Based

Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

Always cold Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None None

143 Temp 71.3 RH% 62 CO2 1409 Occupants: 26

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? There does not appear to be a dusting issue 

within this room.
None None
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143 Temp 71.3 RH% 62 CO2 1409 Occupants: 26

THERMAL COMFORT
Classroom is free of significant temperature shifts? My classroom is very chilly; however, I 

would prefer a cold classroom to a warm one!
2Temperature was low at the time of 

assessment.
Site based administration to encourage 
facility serviceperson staff to adjust the 
thermostat.  Continue to monitor 
condition and initiate a work order for 
Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
the HVAC system if temperature does 
not improve.

Site Based

Room is usually comfortable?  (If no, please explain in the 
notes below.)

My classroom is very chilly; however, I 
would prefer a cold classroom to a warm one!

Temperature was low at the time of 
assessment.

None None

Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

My classroom is very chilly; however, I 
would prefer a cold classroom to a warm one!

Temperature was low at the time of 
assessment.

None None

144 Temp 69.4 RH% 63.4 CO2 1449 Occupants: 17

AIR CONDITIONING
Windows/doors are operable and are kept closed? Windows and doors are operable and are 

kept closed.
None None

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Air supply/return registers are cleaned regularly and free of 
dust and debris accumulation?

2Dust observed on supply/return registers at 
the time of assessment.

Facilities serviceperson to thoroughly 
clean and sanitize with District 
approved germicidal cleaner.

Site Based

Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? There does not appear to be a dusting issue 
within this room.

None None

Floor is cleaned on a regular basis? Floor was clean at the time of assessment. None None

Room is free of pests? No pests observed at the time of 
assessment.

None None

THERMAL COMFORT
Room is free of the introduction of outdoor air? (Gaps in 
window/door frames.)

No gaps in windows or doors identified at 
the time of assessment.

None None

Walkthrough
2Temperature was low at the time of 

assessment and humidity was slightly 
elevated.

Site based administration to encourage 
facility serviceperson staff to adjust the 
thermostat.  Continue to monitor 
condition and initiate a work order for 
Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
the HVAC system if temperature does 
not improve.

Site Based
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145 Temp 69.8 RH% 58.2 CO2 1470 Occupants: 11

ANIMALS IN THE CLASSROOM
Activities and/or room conditions are modified to address 
student allergies?

3Site based administration is encouraged 
to communicate all known student 
allergies to the appropriate personnel in 
order to modify classroom 
activities/conditions when necessary.

Site Based

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? 2Slight dust accumulation was observed on 

environmental surfaces at the time of 
assessment.

Site based administration should 
address general cleanliness with facility 
serviceperson staff.

Site Based

146 Temp 68.8 RH% 55.1 CO2 1875 Occupants:

ANIMALS IN THE CLASSROOM
You are informed about the potential allergies of your 
students?

3Site based administration is encouraged 
to communicate all known student 
allergies to the appropriate personnel in 
order to modify classroom 
activities/conditions when necessary.

Site Based

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Air supply/return registers are cleaned regularly and free of 
dust and debris accumulation?

2Dust observed on supply/return registers at 
the time of assessment.

Site based administration should 
address general cleanliness with facility 
serviceperson staff.

Site Based

Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? There does not appear to be a dusting issue 
within this room.

None None

THERMAL COMFORT
Classroom is free of significant temperature shifts? The room is usually a little too cold.  Students 

complain about everyday that the room is a 
too cold and they usually have warm clothing 
on as well.

Temperature was low at the time of 
assessment.

None None

Room is usually comfortable?  (If no, please explain in the 
notes below.)

The room is usually a little too cold.  Students 
complain about everyday that the room is a 
too cold and they usually have warm clothing 
on as well.

Temperature was low at the time of 
assessment.

None None

Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

The room is usually a little too cold.  Students 
complain about everyday that the room is a 
too cold and they usually have warm clothing 
on as well.

2Temperature was low at the time of 
assessment.

Site based administration to encourage 
facility serviceperson staff to adjust the 
thermostat.  Continue to monitor 
condition and initiate a work order for 
Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
the HVAC system if temperature does 
not improve.

Site Based
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147 Temp 68.5 RH% 63.1 CO2 1554 Occupants: 31

THERMAL COMFORT
Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

2Temperature was low at the time of 
assessment.

Site based administration to encourage 
facility serviceperson staff to adjust the 
thermostat.  Continue to monitor 
condition and initiate a work order for 
Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
the HVAC system if temperature does 
not improve.

Site Based

Walkthrough
2Dust observed on return register at the time 

of assessment.
Facilities serviceperson to thoroughly 
clean and sanitize with District 
approved germicidal cleaner.

Site Based

148 Temp 59 RH% 52.3 CO2 1753 Occupants: 29

EXCESS MOISTURE IN CLASSROOMS
Ceiling tiles or walls free of leaks and/or discoloration 
(discoloration may indicate periodic leaks)?

Fume hood vent extending from ceiling leaks 
into room whenever it rains hard.

No leaks or signs of water intrusion 
identified.

None None

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Air supply/return registers are cleaned regularly and free of 
dust and debris accumulation?

Floor needs to be washed occasionally.  
Dusting is nice too.  I wash my own student 
desks on a bi-weekly basis.

No dust observed on supply/return 
registers at the time of assessment.

None None

Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? Floor needs to be washed occasionally.  
Dusting is nice too.  I wash my own student 
desks on a bi-weekly basis.

2Slight dust accumulation was observed on 
environmental surfaces at the time of 
assessment.

Site based administration should 
address general cleanliness with facility 
serviceperson staff.

Site Based

Floor is cleaned on a regular basis? Floor needs to be washed occasionally.  
Dusting is nice too.  I wash my own student 
desks on a bi-weekly basis.

Floor was clean at the time of assessment. None None

Room is free of pests? Floor needs to be washed occasionally.  
Dusting is nice too.  I wash my own student 
desks on a bi-weekly basis.

No pests observed at the time of 
assessment.

None None

Walkthrough
2Temperature was low at the time of 

assessment.  Four supply vents were closed.
Site based administration to encourage 
facility serviceperson staff to adjust the 
thermostat.  Continue to monitor 
condition and initiate a work order for 
Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
the HVAC system if temperature does 
not improve.

Site Based
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149 Temp 67.5 RH% 63.1 CO2 1629 Occupants: 20

AIR CONDITIONING
Windows/doors are operable and are kept closed? Windows and doors are operable and are 

kept closed.
None None

ANIMALS IN THE CLASSROOM
Activities and/or room conditions are modified to address 
student allergies?

3Site based administration is encouraged 
to communicate all known student 
allergies to the appropriate personnel in 
order to modify classroom 
activities/conditions when necessary.

Site Based

ART SUPPLIES
Industrial supplies okay? No industrial supplies in room.  Room not 

being used as an industrial room.
None None

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Air supply/return registers are cleaned regularly and free of 
dust and debris accumulation?

2Dust observed on supply/return registers at 
the time of assessment.

Facilities serviceperson to thoroughly 
clean and sanitize with District 
approved germicidal cleaner.

Site Based

Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? 2Slight dust accumulation was observed on 
environmental surfaces at the time of 
assessment.

Site based administration should 
address general cleanliness with facility 
serviceperson staff.

Site Based

Room is free of pests? No pests observed at the time of 
assessment.

None None

THERMAL COMFORT
Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

2Temperature was low at the time of 
assessment.

Site based administration to encourage 
facility serviceperson staff to adjust the 
thermostat.  Continue to monitor 
condition and initiate a work order for 
Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
the HVAC system if temperature does 
not improve.

Site Based

150 Temp 69.8 RH% CO2 1527 Occupants: 17

AIR CONDITIONING
Room is free of smell of mold or mildew? Room has a sour milk odor. No odor detected at the time of 

assessment.  Occupant indicated problem 
resolved.

None None

ANIMALS IN THE CLASSROOM
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150 Temp 69.8 RH% CO2 1527 Occupants: 17

You are informed about the potential allergies of your 
students?

3Site based administration is encouraged 
to communicate all known student 
allergies to the appropriate personnel in 
order to modify classroom 
activities/conditions when necessary.

Site Based

DRAIN TRAPS IN THE CLASSROOM
Water poured down floor drains once per week (approx. 1 
quart of water).

My sink is filled with gases and no matter 
how much we run it,  it makes an enormous 
amount of noise.

No floor drain in room. None None

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Air supply/return registers are cleaned regularly and free of 
dust and debris accumulation?

Room is extremely dusty.  The floor is swept 
daily, but needs to be mopped at least once a 
week.  The room is constantly dusty no matter 
how much I try to clean too.

2Dust observed on supply/return registers at 
the time of assessment.

Facilities serviceperson to thoroughly 
clean and sanitize with District 
approved germicidal cleaner.

Site Based

Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? Room is extremely dusty.  The floor is swept 
daily, but needs to be mopped at least once a 
week.  The room is constantly dusty no matter 
how much I try to clean too.

There does not appear to be a dusting issue 
within this room.

None None

Classrooms general appearance is clean and acceptable? Room is extremely dusty.  The floor is swept 
daily, but needs to be mopped at least once a 
week.  The room is constantly dusty no matter 
how much I try to clean too.

2General cleanliness of the room at the time 
of assessment was not acceptable.

Site based administration should 
address general cleanliness with facility 
serviceperson staff.

Site Based

Floor is cleaned on a regular basis? Room is extremely dusty.  The floor is swept 
daily, but needs to be mopped at least once a 
week.  The room is constantly dusty no matter 
how much I try to clean too.

2Dust and dirt accumulation on floor. Facilities serviceperson to thoroughly 
clean and sanitize with District 
approved germicidal cleaner.

Site Based

LOCKER ROOM
Locker room and showers cleaned regularly and properly? Issues not applicable.  Room is not a 

locker room.
None None

Soiled clothes and towels are removed regularly? Issues not applicable.  Room is not a 
locker room.

None None

THERMAL COMFORT
Classroom is free of significant temperature shifts? 2Temperature was low at the time of 

assessment.
Site based administration to encourage 
facility serviceperson staff to adjust the 
thermostat.  Continue to monitor 
condition and initiate a work order for 
Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
the HVAC system if temperature does 
not improve.

Site Based
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151 Temp 67.7 RH% 62.1 CO2 1699 Occupants: 2

AIR CONDITIONING
Room is free of smell of mold or mildew? No odor detected at the time of assessment. None None

Windows/doors are operable and are kept closed? Windows and doors are operable and are 
kept closed.

None None

ANIMALS IN THE CLASSROOM
Activities and/or room conditions are modified to address 
student allergies?

3Site based administration is encouraged 
to communicate all known student 
allergies to the appropriate personnel in 
order to modify classroom 
activities/conditions when necessary.

Site Based

You are informed about the potential allergies of your 
students?

3Site based administration is encouraged 
to communicate all known student 
allergies to the appropriate personnel in 
order to modify classroom 
activities/conditions when necessary.

Site Based

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Air supply/return registers are cleaned regularly and free of 
dust and debris accumulation?

2Dust observed on supply/return registers at 
the time of assessment.

Facilities serviceperson to thoroughly 
clean and sanitize with District 
approved germicidal cleaner.

Site Based

Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? 2Slight dust accumulation was observed on 
environmental surfaces at the time of 
assessment.

Site based administration should 
address general cleanliness with facility 
serviceperson staff.

Site Based

Room is free of pests? No pests observed at the time of 
assessment.

None

LOCAL EXHAUST FANS
Bathroom exhaust fan is functioning properly? No bathroom.  Identified in error. None

152 Temp 68.8 RH% 62.1 CO2 1635 Occupants: 17

ANIMALS IN THE CLASSROOM
You are informed about the potential allergies of your 
students?

3Site based administration is encouraged 
to communicate all known student 
allergies to the appropriate personnel in 
order to modify classroom 
activities/conditions when necessary.

Site Based

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? 2Dust observed on supply/return registers at 

the time of assessment.
Site based administration should 
address general cleanliness with facility 
serviceperson staff.

Site Based
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152 Temp 68.8 RH% 62.1 CO2 1635 Occupants: 17

Classrooms general appearance is clean and acceptable? General cleanliness of the room at the time 
of assessment was acceptable.

None

Room is free of pests? No pests observed at the time of 
assessment.

None None

THERMAL COMFORT
Classroom is free of significant temperature shifts? Temperature was low at the time of 

assessment.
None None

Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

2Temperature was low at the time of 
assessment.

Site based administration to encourage 
facility serviceperson staff to adjust the 
thermostat.  Continue to monitor 
condition and initiate a work order for 
Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
the HVAC system if temperature does 
not improve.

Site Based

154 Temp 69.5 RH% 61.2 CO2 1364 Occupants: 21

ANIMALS IN THE CLASSROOM
You are informed about the potential allergies of your 
students?

3Site based administration is encouraged 
to communicate all known student 
allergies to the appropriate personnel in 
order to modify classroom 
activities/conditions when necessary.

Site Based

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? There does not appear to be a dusting issue 

within this room.
None None

155 Temp 71.9 RH% 52.5 CO2 1967 Occupants:

EXCESS MOISTURE IN CLASSROOMS
Classroom lavatories/water fountains free of leaks? Teacher bathroom in planning has leaky 

faucets.
No lavatories/water fountains in room. None None

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Air supply/return registers are cleaned regularly and free of 
dust and debris accumulation?

My classroom floor has not been mopped 
since the beginning of the year and the only 
dusting the room receives is if I clean it on 
teacher planning days.

No dust observed on supply/return 
registers at the time of assessment.

None None

Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? My classroom floor has not been mopped 
since the beginning of the year and the only 
dusting the room receives is if I clean it on 
teacher planning days.

There does not appear to be a dusting issue 
within this room.

None None
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155 Temp 71.9 RH% 52.5 CO2 1967 Occupants:

Floor is cleaned on a regular basis? My classroom floor has not been mopped 
since the beginning of the year and the only 
dusting the room receives is if I clean it on 
teacher planning days.

Floor was clean at the time of assessment. None None

THERMAL COMFORT
Classroom is free of significant temperature shifts? Temperature was acceptable at the time of 

assessment.
None None

156 Temp 72.8 RH% 58.2 CO2 1580 Occupants: 24

ANIMALS IN THE CLASSROOM
You are informed about the potential allergies of your 
students?

3Site based administration is encouraged 
to communicate all known student 
allergies to the appropriate personnel in 
order to modify classroom 
activities/conditions when necessary.

Site Based

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? There does not appear to be a dusting issue 

within this room.
None None

Floor is cleaned on a regular basis? Floor was clean at the time of assessment. None None

157 Temp 69.2 RH% 50.2 CO2 1654 Occupants: 2

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? surface cleaning is done well.  However, tops 

of cabinets and some equipment are covered 
in dust.

There does not appear to be a dusting issue 
within this room.

None None

158 Temp 70.4 RH% 56.6 CO2 1255 Occupants: 2

THERMAL COMFORT
Classroom is free of significant temperature shifts? classroom is unusually cold. 2Temperature was low at the time of 

assessment.
Site based administration to encourage 
facility serviceperson staff to adjust the 
thermostat.  Continue to monitor 
condition and initiate a work order for 
Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
the HVAC system if temperature does 
not improve.

Site Based

Room is usually comfortable?  (If no, please explain in the 
notes below.)

classroom is unusually cold. Temperature was low at the time of 
assessment.
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158 Temp 70.4 RH% 56.6 CO2 1255 Occupants: 2

Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

classroom is unusually cold. Temperature was low at the time of 
assessment.

Walkthrough
2Dust and dirt accumulation on floor. Facilities serviceperson to thoroughly 

clean and sanitize with District 
approved germicidal cleaner.

Site Based

159 Temp 70.5 RH% 51.6 CO2 1807 Occupants: 33

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? 2Slight dust accumulation was observed on 

environmental surfaces at the time of 
assessment.

Site based administration should 
address general cleanliness with facility 
serviceperson staff.

Site Based

Floor is cleaned on a regular basis? 2Dust and dirt accumulation on floor. Facilities serviceperson to thoroughly 
clean and sanitize with District 
approved germicidal cleaner.

Site Based

160 Temp 72.3 RH% 58.9 CO2 1572 Occupants: 20

THERMAL COMFORT
Classroom is free of significant temperature shifts? The room is sometimes very cold and other 

times comfortable.  I would like it to stay at a 
comfortable temperature of 75+.

2Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

Continue to monitor condition and 
initiate a work order for Physical Plant 
Operations to evaluate the HVAC 
system if temperature does not improve.

Site Based

Room is usually comfortable?  (If no, please explain in the 
notes below.)

The room is sometimes very cold and other 
times comfortable.  I would like it to stay at a 
comfortable temperature of 75+.

Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None

Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

The room is sometimes very cold and other 
times comfortable.  I would like it to stay at a 
comfortable temperature of 75+.

2Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

Continue to monitor condition and 
initiate a work order for Physical Plant 
Operations to evaluate the HVAC 
system if temperature does not improve.

Site Based

162 Temp 72.8 RH% 59.1 CO2 1393 Occupants: 14

ANIMALS IN THE CLASSROOM
You are informed about the potential allergies of your 
students?

3Site based administration is encouraged 
to communicate all known student 
allergies to the appropriate personnel in 
order to modify classroom 
activities/conditions when necessary.

Site Based

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
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162 Temp 72.8 RH% 59.1 CO2 1393 Occupants: 14

Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? There does not appear to be a dusting issue 
within this room.

None None

Floor is cleaned on a regular basis? Floor was clean at the time of assessment. None None

THERMAL COMFORT
Room is usually comfortable?  (If no, please explain in the 
notes below.)

too cold 2Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

Site based administration to encourage 
facility serviceperson staff to adjust the 
thermostat.  Continue to monitor 
condition and initiate a work order for 
Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
the HVAC system if temperature does 
not improve.

Site Based

Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

too cold 2Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

Site based administration to encourage 
facility serviceperson staff to adjust the 
thermostat.  Continue to monitor 
condition and initiate a work order for 
Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
the HVAC system if temperature does 
not improve.

Site Based

163 Temp 72.3 RH% 57.2 CO2 1486 Occupants: 23

DRAIN TRAPS IN THE CLASSROOM
Water run in sinks at least once per week (about 2 cups of 
water).

It appears as though sink is utilized 
regularly.  No sewer gas odor detected.  By 
running water regularly it eliminates the 
potential for sewer gas odors.

None None

EXCESS MOISTURE IN CLASSROOMS
Area around and under classroom sinks free of leaks? No leaks or signs of water intrusion 

identified.
None None

165 Temp 72.7 RH% 57.2 CO2 1486 Occupants: 23

THERMAL COMFORT
Classroom is free of significant temperature shifts? My room has been comfortable recently, but 

was previously very cold (60 - 65)
Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None None

Room is usually comfortable?  (If no, please explain in the 
notes below.)

My room has been comfortable recently, but 
was previously very cold (60 - 65)

Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None None
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166 Temp 73.4 RH% 58.8 CO2 1375 Occupants: 22

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Air supply/return registers are cleaned regularly and free of 
dust and debris accumulation?

Classroom is ALWAYS FILLED with dust, 
certain areas of the floor are rarely cleaned, 
sink and countertops are NEVER cleaned

2Dust observed on supply/return registers at 
the time of assessment.

Facilities serviceperson to thoroughly 
clean and sanitize with District 
approved germicidal cleaner.

Site Based

Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? Classroom is ALWAYS FILLED with dust, 
certain areas of the floor are rarely cleaned, 
sink and countertops are NEVER cleaned

2Slight dust accumulation was observed on 
environmental surfaces at the time of 
assessment.

Site based administration should 
address general cleanliness with facility 
serviceperson staff.

Site Based

THERMAL COMFORT
Classroom is free of significant temperature shifts? Often too cold!!! Sometimes it seems to be 

below 65 in here!
Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None None

Room is usually comfortable?  (If no, please explain in the 
notes below.)

Often too cold!!! Sometimes it seems to be 
below 65 in here!

Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None None

Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

Often too cold!!! Sometimes it seems to be 
below 65 in here!

Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None None

167 Temp 70.2 RH% 60.0 CO2 1461 Occupants:

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? There does not appear to be a dusting issue 

within this room.
None None

168 Temp 74.5 RH% 56.2 CO2 1459 Occupants: 24

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Air supply/return registers are cleaned regularly and free of 
dust and debris accumulation?

floor is filthy; paper scraps cleaned, but floor 
is never mopped; dust bunnies rampant

No dust observed on supply/return 
registers at the time of assessment.

None None

Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? floor is filthy; paper scraps cleaned, but floor 
is never mopped; dust bunnies rampant

2Slight dust accumulation was observed on 
environmental surfaces at the time of 
assessment.

Site based administration should 
address general cleanliness with facility 
serviceperson staff.

Site Based

Classrooms general appearance is clean and acceptable? floor is filthy; paper scraps cleaned, but floor 
is never mopped; dust bunnies rampant

2General cleanliness of the room at the time 
of assessment was not acceptable.

Site based administration should 
address general cleanliness with facility 
serviceperson staff.

Site Based

Floor is cleaned on a regular basis? floor is filthy; paper scraps cleaned, but floor 
is never mopped; dust bunnies rampant

Floor was clean at the time of assessment. None None

THERMAL COMFORT
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168 Temp 74.5 RH% 56.2 CO2 1459 Occupants: 24

Classroom is free of significant temperature shifts? often FREEZING in here, even MORE so in 
certain spots in the room; as weather gets 
warmer outside; the humidity in here is 
EXCESSIVE; some days it is OUTRIGHT 
HOT in here; students and teacher are 
NEVER comfortable in here

2Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

Site based administration to encourage 
facility serviceperson staff to adjust the 
thermostat.  Continue to monitor 
condition and initiate a work order for 
Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
the HVAC system if temperature does 
not improve.

Site Based

Humidity is generally acceptable? (Typically too high if higher 
than 60% relative humidity [RH] or too low if lower than 30% 
RH.)

often FREEZING in here, even MORE so in 
certain spots in the room; as weather gets 
warmer outside; the humidity in here is 
EXCESSIVE; some days it is OUTRIGHT 
HOT in here; students and teacher are 
NEVER comfortable in here

3Humidity was slightly elevated at the time 
of assessment - less than 10% greater than 
outdoors.  Humidity slightly exceeded 
target range, however indoor humidity was 
more than 10% lower than the outside 
reading which is evidence that the 
ventilation system is dehumidifying fresh 
air.

Facilities serviceperson should monitor 
this room.

Site Based

Room is free of the introduction of outdoor air? (Gaps in 
window/door frames.)

often FREEZING in here, even MORE so in 
certain spots in the room; as weather gets 
warmer outside; the humidity in here is 
EXCESSIVE; some days it is OUTRIGHT 
HOT in here; students and teacher are 
NEVER comfortable in here

No gaps in windows or doors identified at 
the time of assessment.

None None

Room is usually comfortable?  (If no, please explain in the 
notes below.)

often FREEZING in here, even MORE so in 
certain spots in the room; as weather gets 
warmer outside; the humidity in here is 
EXCESSIVE; some days it is OUTRIGHT 
HOT in here; students and teacher are 
NEVER comfortable in here

2Environmental parameters were not within 
acceptable range at the time of assessment..

Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
need for test and balance.

Physical Plant Operations

Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

often FREEZING in here, even MORE so in 
certain spots in the room; as weather gets 
warmer outside; the humidity in here is 
EXCESSIVE; some days it is OUTRIGHT 
HOT in here; students and teacher are 
NEVER comfortable in here

2Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

Site based administration to encourage 
facility serviceperson staff to adjust the 
thermostat.  Continue to monitor 
condition and initiate a work order for 
Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
the HVAC system if temperature does 
not improve.

Site Based

169 Temp 75.3 RH% 58.3 CO2 1140 Occupants:

THERMAL COMFORT
Classroom is free of significant temperature shifts? Room is VERY cold.  Students and staff 

complain daily.
The rooms along the outside wall are very 
cold while some inside rooms are warm.

2Temperature was elevated at the time of 
assessment.

Site based administration to encourage 
facility serviceperson staff to adjust the 
thermostat.  Continue to monitor 
condition and initiate a work order for 
Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
the HVAC system if temperature does 
not improve.

Site Based
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169 Temp 75.3 RH% 58.3 CO2 1140 Occupants:

Room is usually comfortable?  (If no, please explain in the 
notes below.)

Room is VERY cold.  Students and staff 
complain daily.
The rooms along the outside wall are very 
cold while some inside rooms are warm.

Temperature was elevated at the time of 
assessment.

Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

Room is VERY cold.  Students and staff 
complain daily.
The rooms along the outside wall are very 
cold while some inside rooms are warm.

Temperature was elevated at the time of 
assessment.

170 Temp 74.3 RH% 59.7 CO2 1116 Occupants: 20

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? There does not appear to be a dusting issue 

within this room.
None None

THERMAL COMFORT
Classroom is free of significant temperature shifts? My room is very cold and uncomfortable.

Students mention the temperature daily.
My own thermometer reads 55-58 degrees.

Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None

Room is free of the introduction of outdoor air? (Gaps in 
window/door frames.)

My room is very cold and uncomfortable.
Students mention the temperature daily.
My own thermometer reads 55-58 degrees.

No gaps in windows or doors identified at 
the time of assessment.

None None

Room is usually comfortable?  (If no, please explain in the 
notes below.)

My room is very cold and uncomfortable.
Students mention the temperature daily.
My own thermometer reads 55-58 degrees.

Environmental parameters were within 
acceptable range at the time of assessment..

None

Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

My room is very cold and uncomfortable.
Students mention the temperature daily.
My own thermometer reads 55-58 degrees.

Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None

171 Temp 75.5 RH% 57 CO2 1131 Occupants: 25

EXCESS MOISTURE IN CLASSROOMS
Ceiling tiles or walls free of leaks and/or discoloration 
(discoloration may indicate periodic leaks)?

2No leaks identified.  Signs of previous 
water intrusion as evidenced by stained 
ceiling tiles.

Facilities serviceperson to replace 
stained ceiling tiles.

Site Based

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Air supply/return registers are cleaned regularly and free of 
dust and debris accumulation?

No dust observed on supply/return 
registers at the time of assessment.

None None

Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? There does not appear to be a dusting issue 
within this room.

None None

Floor is cleaned on a regular basis? Floor was clean at the time of assessment. None None
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171 Temp 75.5 RH% 57 CO2 1131 Occupants: 25

THERMAL COMFORT
Classroom is free of significant temperature shifts? It is freezing in here.  Once in a while it is hot 

and then the next day it is even colder!!!
2Temperature was elevated at the time of 

assessment.
Site based administration to encourage 
facility serviceperson staff to adjust the 
thermostat.  Continue to monitor 
condition and initiate a work order for 
Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
the HVAC system if temperature does 
not improve.

Site Based

Room is usually comfortable?  (If no, please explain in the 
notes below.)

It is freezing in here.  Once in a while it is hot 
and then the next day it is even colder!!!

Temperature was elevated at the time of 
assessment.

Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

It is freezing in here.  Once in a while it is hot 
and then the next day it is even colder!!!

Temperature was elevated at the time of 
assessment.

Site Based

182 Temp 73.9 RH% 57.6 CO2 1238 Occupants: 10

LOCAL EXHAUST FANS
Bathroom exhaust fan is functioning properly? Bathroom exhaust fan is functioning 

properly.
None None

Walkthrough
2Dust observed on supply/return registers at 

the time of assessment.
Facilities serviceperson to thoroughly 
clean and sanitize with District 
approved germicidal cleaner.

Site Based

183 Temp RH% CO2 Occupants:

ANIMALS IN THE CLASSROOM
You are informed about the potential allergies of your 
students?

3Site based administration is encouraged 
to communicate all known student 
allergies to the appropriate personnel in 
order to modify classroom 
activities/conditions when necessary.

Site Based

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Floor is cleaned on a regular basis? Floor was clean at the time of assessment. None
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186 Temp 75.8 RH% 56.9 CO2 1369 Occupants: 14

ANIMALS IN THE CLASSROOM
Activities and/or room conditions are modified to address 
student allergies?

3Site based administration is encouraged 
to communicate all known student 
allergies to the appropriate personnel in 
order to modify classroom 
activities/conditions when necessary.

Site Based

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? There does not appear to be a dusting issue 

within this room.
None None

THERMAL COMFORT
Classroom is free of significant temperature shifts? may be too hot or too cold 2Temperature was elevated at the time of 

assessment.
Site based administration to encourage 
facility serviceperson staff to adjust the 
thermostat.  Continue to monitor 
condition and initiate a work order for 
Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
the HVAC system if temperature does 
not improve.

Site Based

Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

may be too hot or too cold Temperature was elevated at the time of 
assessment.

186B Temp 75.5 RH% 56.37 CO2 1237 Occupants: 14

ANIMALS IN THE CLASSROOM
Activities and/or room conditions are modified to address 
student allergies?

Had an ant problem for awhile, but it seems 
that has passed.

3Site based administration is encouraged 
to communicate all known student 
allergies to the appropriate personnel in 
order to modify classroom 
activities/conditions when necessary.

Site Based

You are informed about the potential allergies of your 
students?

Had an ant problem for awhile, but it seems 
that has passed.

3Site based administration is encouraged 
to communicate all known student 
allergies to the appropriate personnel in 
order to modify classroom 
activities/conditions when necessary.

Site Based

EXCESS MOISTURE IN CLASSROOMS
Cold water pipes free of continuous condensation? No pipes in room. None None

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
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186B Temp 75.5 RH% 56.37 CO2 1237 Occupants: 14

Air supply/return registers are cleaned regularly and free of 
dust and debris accumulation?

This room (actually Room #286) gets a very 
warm, very quick, but that may just be due to 
the fact that it is on the East side of the 
building, and a lot of sunlight pours through 
the window over the emergency doorway. 
Perhaps the window can be tinted?

2Dust observed on supply/return registers at 
the time of assessment.

Site based administration should 
address general cleanliness with facility 
serviceperson staff.

Site Based

Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? This room (actually Room #286) gets a very 
warm, very quick, but that may just be due to 
the fact that it is on the East side of the 
building, and a lot of sunlight pours through 
the window over the emergency doorway. 
Perhaps the window can be tinted?

2Slight dust accumulation was observed on 
environmental surfaces at the time of 
assessment.

Site based administration should 
address general cleanliness with facility 
serviceperson staff.

Site Based

THERMAL COMFORT
Humidity is generally acceptable? (Typically too high if higher 
than 60% relative humidity [RH] or too low if lower than 30% 
RH.)

Too hot! Humidity was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None

Room is usually comfortable?  (If no, please explain in the 
notes below.)

Too hot! 2Temperature was elevated at the time of 
assessment.

Site based administration to encourage 
facility serviceperson staff to adjust the 
thermostat.  Continue to monitor 
condition and initiate a work order for 
Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
the HVAC system if temperature does 
not improve.

Site Based

Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

Too hot! Temperature was elevated at the time of 
assessment.

187 Temp 70.4 RH% 65.1 CO2 1275 Occupants: 2

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? There does not appear to be a dusting issue 

within this room.
None None

188 Temp 72 RH% 63 CO2 1250 Occupants: 11

AIR CONDITIONING
Room is free of smell of mold or mildew? No odor detected at the time of assessment. None None

ART SUPPLIES
Art supplies okay? No art supplies in room.  Room not being 

used as an art room.
None None

Following good handling and storage practices for art supplies? No art supplies in room.  Room not being 
used as an art room.

None None
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188 Temp 72 RH% 63 CO2 1250 Occupants: 11

DRAIN TRAPS IN THE CLASSROOM
Water run in sinks at least once per week (about 2 cups of 
water).

No sink in room. None None

EXCESS MOISTURE IN CLASSROOMS
Area around and under classroom sinks free of leaks? No sink in room. None None

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? There does not appear to be a dusting issue 

within this room.
None None

Classrooms general appearance is clean and acceptable? General cleanliness of the room at the time 
of assessment was acceptable.

None None

Floor is cleaned on a regular basis? Floor was clean at the time of assessment. None None

Room is free of the use of scented cleaners and air fresheners? No scented cleaners, air fresheners or non-
approved chemicals found at the time of 
assessment.

None None

Trash is removed daily and trash bags are changed as 
appropriate?

No issues identified regarding trash 
removal practices.

None None

LOCAL EXHAUST FANS
Bathroom exhaust fan is functioning properly? Bathroom exhaust fan is functioning 

properly.
None None

My classroom has sufficient exhaust systems based on the 
activities/functionality of the room?

It appears that the ventilation system is 
adequate based on room activities.

None None

Other exhaust fans that may exist in the classroom are 
functioning properly?

Exhaust fan is functioning properly. None None

THERMAL COMFORT
Classroom is free of significant temperature shifts? i could get very cold Temperature was acceptable at the time of 

assessment.

Room is usually comfortable?  (If no, please explain in the 
notes below.)

i could get very cold Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

i could get very cold Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

190A Temp 70.9 RH% 59.5 CO2 1403 Occupants: 27

AIR CONDITIONING
Room is free of smell of mold or mildew? Carpet is old...and there is a slight smell of 

mildew.
1Odor detected and microbial growth 

identified.
Physical Plant operations to evaluate 
cause of microbial growth and repair 
and remediate as appropriate.

Physical Plant Operations
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190A Temp 70.9 RH% 59.5 CO2 1403 Occupants: 27

ART SUPPLIES
Science supplies okay? No science supplies in room.  Room not 

being used as a science room.
None None

THERMAL COMFORT
Room is usually comfortable?  (If no, please explain in the 
notes below.)

Room is very cold - usually about 67 degress. 2Temperature was low at the time of 
assessment.

Site based administration to encourage 
facility serviceperson staff to adjust the 
thermostat.  Continue to monitor 
condition and initiate a work order for 
Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
the HVAC system if temperature does 
not improve.

Site Based

Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

Room is very cold - usually about 67 degress. Temperature was low at the time of 
assessment.

193 Temp 72.2 RH% 57.2 CO2 1429 Occupants: 20

DRAIN TRAPS IN THE CLASSROOM
Water run in sinks at least once per week (about 2 cups of 
water).

It appears as though sink is utilized 
regularly.  No sewer gas odor detected.  By 
running water regularly it eliminates the 
potential for sewer gas odors.

None None

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Air supply/return registers are cleaned regularly and free of 
dust and debris accumulation?

Floor needs to be washed periodically. No dust observed on supply/return 
registers at the time of assessment.

None None

Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? Floor needs to be washed periodically. There does not appear to be a dusting issue 
within this room.

None None

Floor is cleaned on a regular basis? Floor needs to be washed periodically. 2Dust and dirt accumulation on floor. Facilities serviceperson to thoroughly 
clean and sanitize with District 
approved germicidal cleaner.

Site Based

THERMAL COMFORT
Room is usually comfortable?  (If no, please explain in the 
notes below.)

Too cold for children. Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None None

Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

Too cold for children. Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None None

194 Temp 69.9 RH% 58.8 CO2 1504 Occupants: 32

ART SUPPLIES
Following good handling and storage practices for art supplies? No art supplies in room.  Room not being 

used as an art room.
None None
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194 Temp 69.9 RH% 58.8 CO2 1504 Occupants: 32

Following good handling and storage practices for industrial 
supplies?

No industrial supplies in room.  Room not 
being used as an industrial room.

None None

EXCESS MOISTURE IN CLASSROOMS
Ceiling tiles or walls free of leaks and/or discoloration 
(discoloration may indicate periodic leaks)?

No leaks or signs of water intrusion 
identified.

None None

Cold water pipes free of continuous condensation? No visible condensation at the time of 
assessment.

None None

Indoor surfaces of exterior walls free of continuous 
condensation?

No visible condensation at the time of 
assessment.

None None

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Air supply/return registers are cleaned regularly and free of 
dust and debris accumulation?

No dust observed on supply/return 
registers at the time of assessment.

None None

203 Temp 72.8 RH% 65.5 CO2 1491 Occupants: 61

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? There are carpets on the walls that need 

attention, they are very dusty.
2Excessive dust accumulation was observed 

on environmental surfaces at the time of 
assessment.

Site based administration should 
address general cleanliness with facility 
serviceperson staff.

Site Based

206 Temp 72.7 RH% 65.1 CO2 Occupants: 28

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Room is free of pests? No pests observed at the time of 

assessment.
None None

THERMAL COMFORT
Classroom is free of significant temperature shifts? The air goes out a lot in the room. Some days 

the temperature is perfectly cool, and other 
days the air is off and extremely hot.

2Humidity was slightly elevated at the time 
of assessment.

Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
HVAC system for proper operation and 
repair as appropriate to lower humidity 
level.

Physical Plant Operations

207 Temp 72.4 RH% 65.6 CO2 Occupants: 16

ANIMALS IN THE CLASSROOM
You are informed about the potential allergies of your 
students?

3Site based administration is encouraged 
to communicate all known student 
allergies to the appropriate personnel in 
order to modify classroom 
activities/conditions when necessary.

Site Based
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207 Temp 72.4 RH% 65.6 CO2 Occupants: 16

THERMAL COMFORT
Classroom is free of significant temperature shifts? 2Humidity was slightly elevated at the time 

of assessment.
Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
HVAC system for proper operation and 
repair as appropriate to lower humidity 
level.

Physical Plant Operations

Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None None

211A Temp 70.5 RH% 68.5 CO2 654 Occupants: 2

AIR CONDITIONING
Room is free of smell of mold or mildew? No odor detected at the time of assessment. None None

EXCESS MOISTURE IN CLASSROOMS
Area around and under classroom sinks free of leaks? No leaks or signs of water intrusion 

identified.
None None

Classroom lavatories/water fountains free of leaks? No lavatories/water fountains in room. None None

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Room is free of pests? No pests observed at the time of 

assessment.
None None

THERMAL COMFORT
Classroom is free of significant temperature shifts? 2Humidity was slightly elevated at the time 

of assessment.
Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
HVAC system for proper operation and 
repair as appropriate to lower humidity 
level.

Physical Plant Operations

Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

2Temperature was low at the time of 
assessment.

Site based administration to encourage 
facility serviceperson staff to adjust the 
thermostat.  Continue to monitor 
condition and initiate a work order for 
Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
the HVAC system if temperature does 
not improve.

Site Based

213 Temp 69.9 RH% 68.9 CO2 637 Occupants: 2

DRAIN TRAPS IN THE CLASSROOM
Water poured down floor drains once per week (approx. 1 
quart of water).

It appears as though water is poured down 
the floor drain at least once a week.

None None

EXCESS MOISTURE IN CLASSROOMS
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213 Temp 69.9 RH% 68.9 CO2 637 Occupants: 2

Ceiling tiles or walls free of leaks and/or discoloration 
(discoloration may indicate periodic leaks)?

shower heads leak 1Leak identified at shower head. Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
and repair/replace as appropriate.

Physical Plant Operations

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Air supply/return registers are cleaned regularly and free of 
dust and debris accumulation?

shower area needs regular cleaning No dust observed on supply/return 
registers at the time of assessment.

None None

Floor is cleaned on a regular basis? shower area needs regular cleaning 2Dust and dirt accumulation on floor. Facilities serviceperson to thoroughly 
clean and sanitize with District 
approved germicidal cleaner.

Site Based

LOCAL EXHAUST FANS
Bathroom exhaust fan is functioning properly? Bathroom exhaust fan is functioning 

properly.
None None

LOCKER ROOM
Locker room and showers cleaned regularly and properly? 2General cleanliness of the locker room and 

showers was not acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

Site based administration should 
address locker room and shower 
maintenance/general cleanliness with 
facility serviceperson staff.

Site Based

Walkthrough
1Temperature was low at the time of 

assessment and humidity level was 
elevated.

Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
HVAC system for proper operation and 
repair as appropriate to increase 
temperature and lower humidity level.

Physical Plant Operations

226 Temp 72.9 RH% 65.0 CO2 913 Occupants: 200

AIR CONDITIONING
Room is free of smell of kitchen/food? Odor detected at the time of assessment.  

Room is  kitchen.
None None

THERMAL COMFORT
Classroom is free of significant temperature shifts? Temperature was acceptable at the time of 

assessment.
None None

Room is usually comfortable?  (If no, please explain in the 
notes below.)

2Humidity was slightly elevated at the time 
of assessment.

Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
HVAC system for proper operation and 
repair as appropriate to lower humidity 
level.

Physical Plant Operations

Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

Temperature was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None None
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227 Temp 83.7 RH% 54.0 CO2 622 Occupants: 8

AIR CONDITIONING
Air flowing from air supply? 1Air supply/return ventilation is not 

functioning qualitatively.
Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
HVAC system for proper operation.

Physical Plant Operations

Air is flowing without obstruction? Air supply/return ventilation is not 
functioning qualitatively.

EXCESS MOISTURE IN CLASSROOMS
Area around and under classroom sinks free of leaks? No lavatories/water fountains in room. None None

LOCAL EXHAUST FANS
Bathroom exhaust fan is functioning properly? Bathroom exhaust fan is functioning 

properly.
None None

Other exhaust fans that may exist in the classroom are 
functioning properly?

No exhaust fans in room.  Identified in 
error.

None None

THERMAL COMFORT
Classroom is free of significant temperature shifts? during winter months extremely cold in the 

other month too hot unbearable almost 
workers have to break to get cooled off to 
keep from passing out

2Temperature was elevated at the time of 
assessment.

Site based administration to encourage 
facility serviceperson staff to adjust the 
thermostat.  Continue to monitor 
condition and initiate a work order for 
Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
the HVAC system if temperature does 
not improve.

Site Based

Humidity is generally acceptable? (Typically too high if higher 
than 60% relative humidity [RH] or too low if lower than 30% 
RH.)

during winter months extremely cold in the 
other month too hot unbearable almost 
workers have to break to get cooled off to 
keep from passing out

Humidity was acceptable at the time of 
assessment.

None

Room is usually comfortable?  (If no, please explain in the 
notes below.)

during winter months extremely cold in the 
other month too hot unbearable almost 
workers have to break to get cooled off to 
keep from passing out

Temperature was elevated at the time of 
assessment.

Temperature in my classroom is generally comfortable (72F- 
76F)?

during winter months extremely cold in the 
other month too hot unbearable almost 
workers have to break to get cooled off to 
keep from passing out

Temperature was elevated at the time of 
assessment.

281 Temp 74.1 RH% 43.4 CO2 3710 Occupants: 13

AIR CONDITIONING
Room is free of smell of mold or mildew? No odor detected at the time of assessment. None None

ANIMALS IN THE CLASSROOM
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281 Temp 74.1 RH% 43.4 CO2 3710 Occupants: 13

You are informed about the potential allergies of your 
students?

3Site based administration is encouraged 
to communicate all known student 
allergies to the appropriate personnel in 
order to modify classroom 
activities/conditions when necessary.

Site Based

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Air supply/return registers are cleaned regularly and free of 
dust and debris accumulation?

2Dust observed on supply/return registers at 
the time of assessment.

Facilities serviceperson to thoroughly 
clean and sanitize with District 
approved germicidal cleaner.

Site Based

Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? There does not appear to be a dusting issue 
within this room.

None None

Classrooms general appearance is clean and acceptable? General cleanliness of the room at the time 
of assessment was acceptable.

None None

Floor is cleaned on a regular basis? Floor was clean at the time of assessment. None None

Room is free of pests? No pests observed at the time of 
assessment.

None None

Walkthrough
CO2 level was elevated at the time of the 
assessment.

Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
HVAC system for proper operation and 
repair as appropriate to lower CO2 level.

1Dust and debris on HVAC coils. Physical Plant operations to evaluate 
and clean HVAC coils.

Physical Plant Operations

338 Temp 74.8 RH% 49.9 CO2 2777 Occupants: 20

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Air supply/return registers are cleaned regularly and free of 
dust and debris accumulation?

Floors need to cleaned frequently with clean 
water, portables track a lot of dust and dirt, 
worst when it rains.  Shelves needs to be 
dusted occasionally.  The overall quality is 
poor and needs improvement.

2Dust observed on supply/return registers at 
the time of assessment.

Facilities serviceperson to thoroughly 
clean and sanitize with District 
approved germicidal cleaner.

Site Based

Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? Floors need to cleaned frequently with clean 
water, portables track a lot of dust and dirt, 
worst when it rains.  Shelves needs to be 
dusted occasionally.  The overall quality is 
poor and needs improvement.

There does not appear to be a dusting issue 
within this room.

None None

Classrooms general appearance is clean and acceptable? Floors need to cleaned frequently with clean 
water, portables track a lot of dust and dirt, 
worst when it rains.  Shelves needs to be 
dusted occasionally.  The overall quality is 
poor and needs improvement.

General cleanliness of the room at the time 
of assessment was acceptable.

None None
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338 Temp 74.8 RH% 49.9 CO2 2777 Occupants: 20

Floor is cleaned on a regular basis? Floors need to cleaned frequently with clean 
water, portables track a lot of dust and dirt, 
worst when it rains.  Shelves needs to be 
dusted occasionally.  The overall quality is 
poor and needs improvement.

2Dust and dirt accumulation on floor. Facilities serviceperson to thoroughly 
clean and sanitize with District 
approved germicidal cleaner.

Site Based

Room is free of pests? Floors need to cleaned frequently with clean 
water, portables track a lot of dust and dirt, 
worst when it rains.  Shelves needs to be 
dusted occasionally.  The overall quality is 
poor and needs improvement.

No pests observed at the time of 
assessment.

None None

Walkthrough
1CO2 level was elevated at the time of the 

assessment.
Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
HVAC system for proper operation and 
repair as appropriate to lower CO2 level.

Physical Plant Operations

718C Temp 71.3 RH% 53.7 CO2 2742 Occupants: 15

ANIMALS IN THE CLASSROOM
You are informed about the potential allergies of your 
students?

3Site based administration is encouraged 
to communicate all known student 
allergies to the appropriate personnel in 
order to modify classroom 
activities/conditions when necessary.

Site Based

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Air supply/return registers are cleaned regularly and free of 
dust and debris accumulation?

Floors in the portables need to be mopped 
more frequently because there is a lot of dust 
and dirt tracked into the rooms especially 
now since there is construction going on 
outside.

2Dust observed on supply/return registers at 
the time of assessment.

Facilities serviceperson to thoroughly 
clean and sanitize with District 
approved germicidal cleaner.

Site Based

Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? Floors in the portables need to be mopped 
more frequently because there is a lot of dust 
and dirt tracked into the rooms especially 
now since there is construction going on 
outside.

2Slight dust accumulation was observed on 
environmental surfaces at the time of 
assessment.

Site based administration should 
address general cleanliness with facility 
serviceperson staff.

Site Based

Classrooms general appearance is clean and acceptable? Floors in the portables need to be mopped 
more frequently because there is a lot of dust 
and dirt tracked into the rooms especially 
now since there is construction going on 
outside.

3General cleanliness of the room at the time 
of assessment was not acceptable.

Site based administration should 
address general cleanliness with facility 
serviceperson staff.

Site Based

Floor is cleaned on a regular basis? Floors in the portables need to be mopped 
more frequently because there is a lot of dust 
and dirt tracked into the rooms especially 
now since there is construction going on 
outside.

2Dust and dirt accumulation on floor. Facilities serviceperson to thoroughly 
clean and sanitize with District 
approved germicidal cleaner.

Site Based
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718C Temp 71.3 RH% 53.7 CO2 2742 Occupants: 15

Room is free of pests? Floors in the portables need to be mopped 
more frequently because there is a lot of dust 
and dirt tracked into the rooms especially 
now since there is construction going on 
outside.

No pests observed at the time of 
assessment.

None None

Spills and other such issues requiring custodial assistance are 
addressed in a timely manner?

Floors in the portables need to be mopped 
more frequently because there is a lot of dust 
and dirt tracked into the rooms especially 
now since there is construction going on 
outside.

2There appears to be a problem with spill 
clean up practices.  To address all spills in 
a timely manner, all moisture effected 
materials must be dried within a 24-hour 
timeframe.

Site based administration should 
address general cleanliness with facility 
serviceperson staff.

Site Based

LOCAL EXHAUST FANS
Bathroom exhaust fan is functioning properly? Bathroom exhaust fan is functioning 

properly.
None None

Other exhaust fans that may exist in the classroom are 
functioning properly?

No exhaust fans in room.  Identified in 
error.

None None

Walkthrough
1CO2 level was elevated at the time of the 

assessment.
Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
HVAC system for proper operation and 
repair as appropriate to lower CO2  
level.

Physical Plant Operations

833C Temp RH% CO2 Occupants: 23

AIR CONDITIONING
Air flowing from air supply? Air flowing without obstruction at the time 

of assessments.
None None

ANIMALS IN THE CLASSROOM
Activities and/or room conditions are modified to address 
student allergies?

3Site based administration is encouraged 
to communicate all known student 
allergies to the appropriate personnel in 
order to modify classroom 
activities/conditions when necessary.

Site Based

You are informed about the potential allergies of your 
students?

3Site based administration is encouraged 
to communicate all known student 
allergies to the appropriate personnel in 
order to modify classroom 
activities/conditions when necessary.

Site Based

Walkthrough
1Dust and debris on HVAC coils. Physical Plant operations to evaluate 

and clean HVAC coils.
Physical Plant Operations
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928C Temp 73.6 RH% 64 CO2 1893 Occupants: 20

ART SUPPLIES
Following good handling and storage practices for science 
supplies?

No science supplies in room.  Room not 
being used as a science room.

None None

Science supplies okay? No science supplies in room.  Room not 
being used as a science room.

None None

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Classroom is dusted/vacuumed thoroughly and regularly? There does not appear to be a dusting issue 

within this room.
None None

Floor is cleaned on a regular basis? 2Dust and dirt accumulation on floor. Facilities serviceperson to thoroughly 
clean and sanitize with District 
approved germicidal cleaner.

Site Based

Room is free of pests? No pests observed at the time of 
assessment.

None None

Walkthrough
2Humidity was slightly elevated at the time 

of assessment.
Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
HVAC system for proper operation and 
repair as appropriate to lower humidity 
level.

Physical Plant Operations

1Dust and debris on HVAC coils. Physical Plant operations to evaluate 
and clean HVAC coils.

Physical Plant Operations

929C Temp 74.4 RH% 45.5 CO2 2808 Occupants:

AIR CONDITIONING
Room is free of smell of mold or mildew? No odor detected at the time of assessment. None None

EXCESS MOISTURE IN CLASSROOMS
Ceiling tiles or walls free of leaks and/or discoloration 
(discoloration may indicate periodic leaks)?

No leaks or signs of water intrusion 
identified.

None None

Windows, windowsills and window frames free of continuous 
condensation?

No condensation on windows at the time 
of assessment.

None None

GENERAL CLEANLINESS
Room is free of pests? No pests observed at the time of 

assessment.
None None

THERMAL COMFORT
Room is free of the introduction of outdoor air? (Gaps in 
window/door frames.)

2Gaps in windows or doors identified at the 
time of assessment.

Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
and repair as appropriate.

Physical Plant Operations

Walkthrough
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929C Temp 74.4 RH% 45.5 CO2 2808 Occupants:

1CO2 level was elevated at the time of the 
assessment.

Physical Plant Operations to evaluate 
HVAC system for proper operation and 
repair as appropriate to lower CO2 level.

Physical Plant Operations

1Dust and debris on HVAC coils. Physical Plant operations to evaluate 
and clean HVAC coils.

Physical Plant Operations
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